Cracking NonAcademic Job Ads for
(Ex-)Researchers
A 5 Step Guide
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Before You Start
Welcome! You‘re here because you want to grow your career prospects.
This guide provides you with an analytical method that helps you:








Identify the core requirements and responsibilities of your potential future
profession
Translate your skills and experience into the language of your future employer
Get a clearer idea of what skills and experience you still need to develop in
order to become a successful candidate in your future profession
Get a clearer idea if this profession is something you‘d like to explore further
Create convincing profiles on LinkedIn, your CV or career summary

Case Study: Sarah Gusina*
Need illustration with a real example? Learn from and with Sarah, one of my coaching clients. She
is in the middle of her PhD in Art History and works part-time as a research assistant at her
faculty. So far, she has always believed her only career options after her PhD would be to stay in
academia or to find a job in a museum or other cultural institution. She has realised that neither
of these perspectives are actually attractive to her.
*name changed

Hi, I‘m Sarah. To be honest, I hate reading job ads. I find them
depressing and boring. Do you know that feeling or is it just
me? Even though I know the words I often don‘t understand
what the described job is really about.

Overview: The Five Steps to Better Understand Your Future Job Responsibilities
1.

Define target job field.

2.

Collect job ads.

3.

Create a document.

4.

Identify target job title.

5.

Identify core responsibilites and requirements.

These steps are inspired from Martin Yates‘ Knock‘em Dead Resumes (Adams Media: 2016), and adapted to the needs
of PhD graduates and postdocs.
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1 Define Target Job
What? I‘m supposed to know already what job I want to
apply for? But the jobs that seem accessible to me with my
background all have such different names! And what if I‘m
interested in jobs for which I don‘t have the required
qualification?

You only need to have a vague idea of a job field that you would like to explore. You
can start with general keywords such as consulting, HR, or communications. And
you‘re more than welcome to explore fields for which you believe you don‘t have
the right kind of experience, but that you find exciting nonetheless. After all, you‘re
also here to learn a method that will help you figure out what field might be a good
match for you. For most people, several iterations and a lot of real-life trial and
error will be necessary. If you belong to the few who are already certain about their
future career track, that‘s also good. In that case, this exercise will be an excellent
preparation for your convincing application documents.
In either case, you will identify several job names that essentially describe the same
type of job. Once you have identified a type of job that you find attractive it will be
much easier to do structured research in order to find out what responsibilities and
required qualifications are attached to it.
Approaches:





Go with the job name that you already have in mind.
Explore job families here: https://www.imaginephd.com/job-families
Do a job matching test (such as this one: https://www.whatchado.com/en/ )
and explore one of the proposed job matches—even if just as an experiment
Browse job websites for your relevant keywords. See following page for
recommendations.
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Recommendations for international job boards and job search engines:


https://www.thebalancecareers.com/top-best-job-websites-2064080

English jobs in Germany:



https://englishjobs.de/
http://www.jobsinberlin.eu/

Jobs in the public sector, NGOs and foundations in Germany (and usually in
German):



https://gesinesjobtipps.de/
https://www.tbd.community/de/jobs

Case Study—Step 1
Here is Sarah’s provisional list of job fields:




Corporate communications
Project management
UX design (visual communication)

I have only vague notions of what these job fields actually
mean. Project management is probably closest to my current
work experience: my jobs in a gallery, in a publishing agency
and in a museum were all project oriented. Since I want to
find out what else there is and because I am curious about
my potential in a more digital, innovative environment I will
settle for UX design for now.
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2 Collect Job Postings
Now you collect 6-10 job ads for your target job field. If you have already
browsed job websites in the previous step, go back to them. If your
chosen field can be found under different names try to find postings that
describe comparable tasks, but with differing job names.
Create a folder where you put these postings. Also print them out so you
can lay them out in front of you. That will make the next step easier.
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3 Create A Document
Just that.
You can name it: "Core requirements for [name of job field]"

That‘s it? Is that even
a step? - I bet that‘s
why this section is
grey!

Oh, hang on. What am I
supposed to put into the
square brackets?

Just leave it blank for now. You‘ll get
to that in the next step.
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4 Identify a Target Job Title
You are likely to find a number of different names to describe similar job
responsibilities. In order to increase the chances of being found by active recruiters
or headhunters as well as the persuasiveness of your CV, try to filter out the most
relevant key words within these job titles and merge them into a new job title. This
will be your personal target job title.

The vast majority of job postings I found had “UX/UI
designer” in their heading. But I was interested in
alternative job names to see if I could find a description
for my desired field that is both specific enough to be
found by recruiters and broad enough to allow my
emerging working identity some space to grow and
develop into neighbouring fields.

Case Study—Step 4
Here are the job titles Sarah has found.


UI Designer



UI/UX Designer



Communications Designer – Visual



Visual Experience Designer



User Experience (UX) Visual Designer



User Experience Researcher



Creative Studio – Junior Designer

So Sarah comes up with this title:

Although I have included only one
posting for User Experience
Researcher I would like to keep
‘researcher’ in my personal target
job title, because I think that with
my traditional research
background I might be able to
contribute something different
from other candidates who have a
degree in design or human
computer interaction. And because
I really like research.

UI/UX Visual Designer and Researcher
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5 Identify Core Requirements
and Responsibilitites
This step needs more time than the others. But it‘s well worth it.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lay out all your 6 to 10 postings in front of you.
Read them carefully.
Read them again.
Underline phrases that occur in several postings.
Prioritize: Which phrase (if any) can be found in all postings? (If not verbatim,
try to find analogous phrases, as I’ll show with Sarah’s example.)
Prioritize further: Which phrase can be found in the next highest number of
postings?
Continue prioritizing until you have a list of 5-7 core responsibilities and a list
of 3-5 top requirements.

Okay. That looks like a lot of work. And what is
the difference between responsibilities and
requirements? As far as I have seen, these
terms don‘t even come up in most of my
postings.

Responsibilities describe
your tasks in this job role.
Alternative expressions for
“responsibilities” might be:
•
•
•
•

What you’ll do
How you will lead
Position summary
More about your role

Requirements describe the hard facts, the
formal and informal qualifications the
company is looking for in the candidate.
Some recruiters refer to this as their internal
“knock-out criteria”, meaning that if a
candidate does not possess a previously
established set of (usually hard) skills, their
application will land on the rejection pile.
Alternative formulations:
•
•
•

Qualifications
What you’ll bring
Experience
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Case Study—Step 5

Sarah makes an interesting discovery. Apart from detailed and very varied descriptions of tasks
surrounding all matters “design”, collaboration and teamwork are listed in every one of her seven
job postings. She also realizes that she does currently not yet have a clear understanding of what
most of the professional terminology means. So she decides to keep her list of core
responsibilities at two criteria only. In order to create these criteria, she first lists all the
responsibilities that sound similar or related to her and then creates an “umbrella headline” for all
of them:
Creation and maintenance of design products, such as style guides, pattern libraries, UX design
tools, presentations, processes and digital/print executions
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

produce high quality designs
create and adapt experience design tools
design communications presentations
establish and maintain common design processes
ideate, design and develop digital and print executions
visually communicate messages and complex data
turn wireframes and concepts into compelling, beautifully-crafted experiences
follow and update style guides and pattern libraries
expand, modernize and reimagine the web properties of the company
delivering UX best practices
product centric interaction design
creating human centered designs
working on visual design initiatives that adhere to design principles overall consistency

Collaborating with teams and managing internal and external relationships
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

foster positive, productive relationships with key internal partners while working across the
organization
partner with teammates
partner with Experience Designers
work for internal clients
collaborating with stakeholders and user researchers
working closely with data scientists, product owners, mission engineers and software
engineers
schedule and/or participate in meetings with appropriate internal or external groups
assist Product Manager and Agile Product teams

All that specific terminology looks less frightening
now that I have written it down. The next step is to
research some of it online to see what sense I can
make of it. And THEN I will try to design some
small experiments to see what these terms mean
in actual ACTION.
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Case Study—Step 5
Thanks to her thorough analysis, Sarah can now also make a list of terminology that seems to be
central to her target job and that she does not yet fully understand.







sketch, wireframe, mockup, and prototypes (from low to mid to high fidelity, also written as
“lo-fi”, etc.)
ideation and prototyping
user centered, human centered design
best practice UI/UX, design and technology
style guides and pattern libraries
diagrams, tables, infographics, website and front-end design

Although these terms are still pretty much terra incognita to Sarah, they nevertheless give her a
more detailed impression of what the job of a UX designer might encompass.
Now, Sarah takes a closer look at the requirements and comes up with the following:




a degree in design, human computer interaction, or related field, or equivalent work
experience (in most postings 2+ years)
fluency in Adobe CC suite (Illustrator, InDesign, Dreamweaver), MS Office
competency with HTML and CSS (JavaScript fameworks such as JQuery and

Well, I have an M.A. and will soon have a PhD
in a related field and I have work experience
with content production for online and print
publications, and also with building
relationships with different stakeholders inside
and outside organisations. With a bit of
refocusing, I can turn my CV into more of a
match with these roles.
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Take it to the Next Level
Test Your Hypotheses
What do you do with your new knowledge? Of course, you now have a great basis to
create a powerful CV or career summary. See Sarah example on the following pages for
inspiration.
You can—and I believe, you should—be more daring. Experiment. Play. See for yourself
what any of the responsibilities you have identified mean when you perform them.
That‘s right. Try to create low-cost opportunities which allow you to experience parts of
your potential future self in action.

Case Study—Next Level
Ideas for how Sarah might try out if she would like being a UX designer, with increasing amounts of
time (= cost) to invest:
•

30 minutes: contact UX/UI designers on LinkedIn or Xing or via company websites and ask them
for an informational interview

•

2 hours: go to UX meetups in her city to talk to professionals in the field

•

14 hours: take an online course in one of the required software or programming languages (e.g.
Introduction to CSS3 on https://www.coursera.org/ )

•

2 days: take a two-day course in HTML and CSS at the community college (in Germany, these are
called Volkshochschule)

•

1 week: volunteer to help create the website for the next PhD conference that she helps
organising

•

ongoing: find startups that are open to take her on board on a part-time freelance basis
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Take it to the Next Level
Write A New Resumé Or Career Summary
One very visible thing you can do with the results of your analytical research is to
create a new CV or career summary. Sarah has granted me permission to reproduce
both her old CV and her new career summary, so you can see what difference it
makes if you use the employer‘s language and perspective.

If you don‘t know what a career summary is, don‘t worry. I
also didn‘t know. It‘s basically your CV + your skills made
explicit on one page—and with more creative freedom
than you‘d expect. For me, it was a great way to visualise
my expertise, to rearrange and also rename parts of it. It‘s
amazing how different my professional profile can look
depending on what language and focus I choose.
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Sarah‘s Resume (Before)
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Sarah‘s Resume (Before)
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Sarah‘s Resume (After)
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